Facts about HPLUS
Manager:

Jürgen Fleischmann

Form of the enterprise:

LLC

Founded:

in 2002 in Wiesbaden

Provides service to:

customers in Germany, Switzerland, Austria, the Slovak
Republic, the Czech Republic, Slovenia and Hungary

Facts from 2012:

93 tours with about 53400 overnight stays and 17920
satisfied guests

Customers:

bus trip organizers, travel agencies, associations, youth
groups, travel clubs

We work
with efficiency and flexibility
with options which do not require payment in advance
with competent partners on - site
with hotels, we've personally experienced
with competent and motivated employees

Your advantages
Individual travel options
Highly flexible offers
Support from your contact person
Safety when booking accommodation thanks to our hotel experience

HPLUS, factsheet

We book the hotel you require , not the one we need to fill
The hotels are listed with their names in the offer
The contracts are in English
Price advantage for our customers thanks to cooperation
Licensed tourist guides on - site

No responsibility is taken for the correctness of the information in this brochure, except for price
changes and errors. Please inform yourself about the availability of the time period you choose at
the customer service.

Introduction

The firm HPLUS is the competent partner in providing hotel accommodation and
creating programmes in France. HPLUS is able to guarantee a top price - goods and
services relation for trips to France thanks to a detailed knowledge of the country and
great contacts in the hotel business. Customer service is the main principle of the firm
that is why it is obvious that from the moment of inquiry until the last day of the trip the
customer gets support from a competent team, which guarantees an unobstructed
trip.
At HPLUS you can book any region in France with their distinctive features and
possibilities. HPLUS creates unique and distinctive trips together with the customers
such as city tours in the French metropolises, classical round trips in several regions,
culinary tours, and tours to places where well-known artists created their work.
Together with many partners all over the place HPLUS offfers new destinations and
programmes, which give the travellers the possibility to get familiar with new facets of
the great nation.
A high procent of regular customers is an acknowledgement for HPLUS for the quality
and competitiveness in price of its products.
All the hotels offered were personally visited and tested by HPLUS!
HPLUS Gruppenreisen nach Maß GmbH;
Geschäftsführender Gesellschafter Jürgen Fleischmann
Vor dem Wald 2, D – 65207 Wiesbaden, Deutschland
Tel: +49(0)611 445 0320, Fax:+49(0)611 445 0321
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HPLUS, introduction

HPLUS founded in 2002 by Celine and Jürgen in Wiesbaden, is one of the few France
specialists in package tours. Within 5 years became HPLUS one of the greatest
providers in this field in the German-speaking region. In order to expand into East
European region and to advance to customers in Austria a branch office was opened
in 2008 in Burgundy.
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Price for a person from € 65,- in a double room
2 overnight stays / breakfast included
City-Tax included in the price
Train journey Paris - London
From € 50,- for one person, one way, it can be booked three months before departure if

paris / london, christmas shopping

vailable

Tour Itinarery
Day 1
Journey to Paris
Overnigth stay
Day 2
Visit the La Fayette Galeries with their well-known Christmas window decorations, the Disney store on
the Champs Elysees to surprise your beloved ones with great gifts. Take the Paris underground to the
new part of the city called la Defense to find the best bargain in one of the biggest shopping malls of
the city. In the evening you can go for a walk to discover the superbly lighted street Champs-Élysées
Overnight stay in Paris
Day 3
In the morning you take a 2 hour journey with the Eurostar through the Channel Tunnel to London.
From St Pancras station you can easily get to all the important locations and sites of the world
metropolis by the London tube. It doesn't matter whether Oxford Street or Regents street in the shops
you can find the newest trends and Must Haves of the season. Don't forget to pay a visit to the
magnificently decorated Harrods department store to purchase some exquisite culinary delights from
all over the world for the Christmas meal.
In the evening you leave London and go back home.

Price for a person from € 149,- in a double room
3 dinners (3-course menu excl. beverages)
City-Tax included in the price

Circus Festival Monaco

mid to end of January

Zitronenfest von Menton

from mid February

Karneval in Nizza

from mid February

Circus Festival Monaco

The international Circus Festival from Monte Carlo is one of the most famous circus festivals of
the world. It was established in 1974 by prince Rainier III of Monaco and it is under the
patronage of the Monacan Royal family. The festival is a world championship in artistry. During
the festival you can rent golden and silver clowns. During these days Monaco turnes into a huge
circus with clowns, artists, different animals, which not only perform on the circus stage but
make the streets of the Monarchy more lively.

Fête du Citron

Gigantic motifs made of citrus fruit which lie on flower carpets in the Bioves Gardens, the
carriages decorated with oranges and lemons (The Golden Corsos) which move along the coast
during the two-week festival find their routes in the culture of these regions. The Lemon Festival,
Fête du Citron, a unique event worldwide attracts 230 000 visitors yearly, and the number shows
an increasing tendency year by year. It is one of the most important events on the Côte d'Azur
besides the Carnival of Nice and the Monaco Formula One Grand Prix. Over 300 employees and
145 tons of citrus fruit are put at your disposal. Each year the festival goes along with the
International Orchid Festival and the Handicrafts Fair from the region Menton at the Palais de
l'Europe Palace of Europe.

Blumenkorso von Nizza
The Carnival of Nice has a long tradition: in 1294 already Charles D'Anjou Prince of Provence
spent the carnival period here. The Carnival of Nice is for admiring, not for taking part in it.
Street artists from all over the world , fantastic elves, venturers on 3 meter high stalks, spitfire
dragons announce the procession. The carriages go back and forth twice between the Theatre
de Verdure and the Negresco Hotel. When they first pass by, the audience admires the artistic
flower arrangements. At the second time the attenders plunder the decorations and throw the
flowers among the people and the carnival fever seizes everybody on the Côte d'Azur.

côte d‘azur in the winter, circus, carnival and lemons

3 overnight stays / breakfast included

Price for a person from € 219,- in double room
2 overnight stays/ breakfast in Paris
2 overnight stays/ breakfast in Le Havre
1 guided tour in Paris
1 half-day tour Montmartre
1guided tour in Le Havre / Honfleur
1entrance fee to the Musée d'Orsay
1 entrance fee to the Musee Malraux in Le Havre

paris, honfleur and its impressionists

City tax is included in the price

The Impressionism
The Impressionist style of Claude Monet (1840 – 1926), Auguste Renoir (1841 – 1919) and Edgar
Degas evolved in the second half of the 19th century in France. Opposed to the contemporary
painting it is not the art of imitation in the sense of a real copy / image. Moreover it is the art of
capturing and painting sensual impressions, recording of sensual impressions on the canvas. The
Impressionists were not interested in the object on its own, its existence or its abstractness but its
appearance, the atmosphere it creates in the subjective world of the contemplator.
Tour Itinarery
Day 1
Arrival to Paris
Day 2
Guided tour in Paris. In the morning you visit the main sights Champs-Elysées, the Arch of Triumph,
the Eiffel Tower and the opera houses' quarter. In the afternoon you visit the Orsay Museum, where
you can find the famous art series, Claude Monet's cycle of paintings of the Rouen Cathedral.
Day 3
Half day tour: Roundtour in the artists' quarter Montmartre. You get to know stories about the famous
painters at the height of their creations in Paris: Renoir, Monet, Picasso. In the afternoon you depart
to Le Havre through Giverny, you have the opportunity to visit the Monet Gardens.
Day 4
Guided tour in Le Havre and Honfleur. The day starts in Le Havre at the Malraux Museum, where you
can not only see masterpieces of the great Impressionist artists but also paintings of Raoul Dufy,
born in Le Havre, an important representative of Fauvismus. After a short break you are taken
across the Ponte de Normandie, one of the biggest cable-stayed road bridges in Europe, to the
picturesque fishing village Le Havre, which was the meeting place of the best painters of the 19th
century. Courbet, Pissaro, Renoir, Sisley and Cezanne met at the St Simeon Farm, which is
considerd to be the birthplace of Impressionism.
Day 5
Journey back home

Price per person from € 89,00 in double room
3 overnight stays/Breakfast
City tax included in the price
Day tours from 295 Euros
Boat trip on the Seine from 7 Euros
Dinner at a restaurant from 18 Euros

Tour Itinarery
Day 1
Journey to Normandy. You start the day with a visit to the Cathedral of Laon. It it one of the main
artworks of the Gothic in France. It was built between 1155 and 1235 and is among the first
churches built in this style. Then you move to Soissons, to visit the cathedral which dates from
the time of Abaelard, it is a 13th century- construction. The bombings in 1914 split the nave of
the church in two and demolished a tower. The restauration work ended in 1937.The southern
part of the nave begun in 1177 is a mastepiece of the Gothic. In the evening you also visit the
Notre – Dame Cathedral von Noyon, which was built sometime between 1157 – 1221 during the
time of Bishop Baudouin II on his initiative. Besides the cathedrals from Sens and Laon it is
among the first churches built in Gothic style, it can be assigned to Early Gothic. The vaulting
was originally sexpartite but was rebuilt in the quadripartite style between 1150 and 1185. The
churches Flanders and Hennegus Pate followed.
Day 2
Visit the town Beauvais, which was a battlefield during the 100 year- war against the English.
Jeanne Hachette, defended the town during the offensive of the prince of Burgundy and she
became the heroine of the town. Then you visit the cathedral from Beauvais which has the
highest arch (in the southern transept 48,50 meter)of all churches in the world. In Amiens you
visit the part of the town called St – Leu, characterized by channels and very small houses. The
cathedral of Amiens is nowadays the greatest medieval French building. Its outside length is 145
meter, inside 133,5 meter. Its heigth is 35 meter. When it was built it was the highest church in
the world.
Day 3
On the way to the city centre ( Paris) you visit the St Denis Basilica. It has been a cathedral from
1966 and it has been the burial spot of all French kings and queens.
The building is of unique importance historically and architecturally, as its choir started in 1136
is considered to be the first medieval Gothic architecture ever built. In Paris you also visit the
world famous Cathedral of Notre Dame and the Sainte Chapelle on the Ile de la Cité. Notre Dame
reflects the history of the city. In 1302 was the first States General held here. In 1455 the trial of
Jeanne d'Arc was opened, in 1559 the wedding of Franz II and Maria Stuart took place at the
church. During the French Revolution the cathedral was either destroyed or plundered.
Robespierre saved the church from destruction. Napoleon I defined it as God's House in 1802
and was crowned Emperor two years later.
Day 4 Return journey

normandy, the cathedrals in northern france

Climbing the Tower of Notre Dame 7 euros

Price for a person from € 149,- in double room
3 overnight stays/ breakfast
City tour in Nancy
Cooking course Quiche Lorraine
Visit to the Mirabelle Mansion, brandy tasting included
City tour in Metz

lothringen, mirabelle & quiche lorraine

City tax included in the price

Lothringen… Lorraine…
It should be without ornaments but the word'' gold'' is there in the first syllable already. You can find
Lorraine's gold on the Stanislas Square and in the Saint-Étienne Cathedral in Metz, which gleam in
this warm colour. The Bergamotte candies are also golden, and the mirabelle fruit which refines the
lotharingian cuisine is white. The mirabelle plum is the emblematic fruit of Lorraine and the central
point of several culinary feasts in autumn.
Tour Itinarery
Day 1
Arrival to Metz or Nancy
Day 2
Nancy, town of the Art Nouveau and the secret of the mirabelle
In the morning our guide takes you on a tour across Nancy, the former capital of the Lothringen
Dukedom. The highlight of the tour is the famous Stanislas Square, constructed according to the
principle of the French kings' squares, with a statue in the centre, the statue of King Stanislas I, who
became the Duke of Lothringen after the supersession in Poland.
From Nancy you move on to the Quiche Lorraine cooking course, where you will prepare your own
Quiche Lorraine (pastry crust). While the Quiche is in the oven you take a short side trip to the
Mirabelle mansion where you get a glimpse into the secrets of making mirabelle brandy. After
tasting the delicious brandy you go back to Auberge to taste the Quiche Lorraine.
Day 3
Metz, a city of history and modernity
In the Middle Ages Metz was considered to be a spiritual centre with its numerous monasteries. Metz
not only features a beautiful old town but also a modern centre with its highlight the Centre
Pompidou, a branch of the Pompidou Arts Centre of Paris with numerous contemporary artefacts.
The highlight of the tour is the St Etienne Cathedral, which thrones on a hill above the Moselle and
impresses with its beautiful glass windows. These windows display the development of sacred art,
there are windows from the period of Gothic and also modern ones created by Marc Chagall. After
the tour you have some time for a walk, to go shopping or have a cup of coffee in one of the street
bistros.
Day 4
Return journey

Price for a person from € 99,00 in double room
3 overnight stays/ breakfast
1 Tarte flambée
1 Winetasting
City tax included in the price

The mushroom festival
A culinary highlight of the numerous autumn festivals in Alsace is the mushroom festival in
Eguisheim. You will taste the delicious Flammkuchen, a kind of French pizza, prepared with
fresh mushrooms from the forest and enjoy a glass of the world - famous Riesling of Alsace.
Day 1
Arrival, overnight stay in Alsace
Day 2
A whole day trip – culinary Alsace
After breakfast you go along the wine route towards Colmar. You make a stop in the wine
growing region Riquewir, a winemaker will tell you all the important facts about the famous wine
of Alsace and you'll get the chance to taste it of course.
Colmar is renowned for its well preserved Old town. In the 16th century it was a centre for trade
with its own harbour. Wine traders transported their goods on the canals of the river, a quarter
now called „Little Venice''.
In the afternoon everything is about mushrooms in Eguisheim, a speciality of the region. On the
market stands you'll get familiar with numerous sorts of mushrooms and different ways to
prepare them. You can make a reservation at a restaurant to have dinner made up of 3 separate
dishes and get another chance to taste the fine mushrooms.
Day 3
Strasbourg, a city in the historical heart of Europe
The capital of the Alsace region, Strasbourg is called a point of intersection in Europe because
of its location. If you take a tour of the city you'll discover the picturesque quarter Petite France
with its wonderful timbered houses and visit the cathedral, a real masterpiece. A ship journey
down the river Ill, which surrounds the old town is like a sightseeing tour. In the evening you will
be served Flammkuchen, an Alsace speciality in an Alsatian restaurant.
Day 4
Return journey

alsace in autumn, mushrooms and wine

Tourguide 8 hrs.
€ 330,Boat trip on the Ill
€ 11,Speciality dinner with mushrooms from € 26,-

Golf and the Côte d‘Azur
On the glamorous Côte d'Azur you can find beautiful, neat golf courses, which not only
entertain the High Society of the French Riviera, but also provide you an unforgettable golf
experience. Thanks to the mild climate it is possible to play golf in winter in Continental
Europe. Our qualified golf instructor meets you on arrival and assists you during your stay.
He organizes the trips to the golf courses, reserves the time for the golf round and during
the training he gives you tipps and teaches you tricks to play better. He may also organize
other Greenfees where you wish.

côte d‘azur, golf in winter

October - February
Price for golf players from € 565,- in double room
Services
5 overnight stays / breakfast
Transfer Airport-Hotel-Airport
On-site driver for 3 transfers to golf course
3times 18 Greenfee Holes on 3 different golf courses
1 golf coach assistance with a qualified golf instructor
Individual reservation of Greenfees with the approval of the instructor
Visitor's tax included in the price

Price for non-players from € 287,- in double room
Services
5 overnight stays/ breakfast
Transfer Airport-Hotel-Airport
Visitor's tax included in the price

4 overnight stays / breakfast
4 Dinners (3-course menue excl. beverages)
Citytax included in the price

Day 1
Departure to „col d'Éza, the highest point of the famous „Grande Corniche”, the highest road
between Nice and Monaco. Then a short climb follows to Mont Bastide which used to be the
lodging place of the Ligurian population. Being about 550 meters above sea level you will
experience one of the most breathtaking views of the Riviera. You go down and visit the Eze
village, an eyrie on a cliff , then follow the traces of the famous philosopher Friedrich Nietzsche,
who got his inspiration on this road.
Altitude difference: 100 m up 600 m down, walk approx. 2 and a half hours
Day 2
We get to Monti, on the Menton hill , town which borders on Italy. You go on a hiking tour along
the ''Pfad der Balkone”, more than 500 km long along the Mediterranean until Marseille. Only 4
kms, the most pleasant parts of the route are included in the programme. We hike among olive
groves, enjoy the scent of lavender and thyme and climb to the village Sainte-Agnes, the
highest coastline village in Europe, around 700 m above sea level. Take a tour of this medieval
village.
Altitude difference: 510 m, walk approx. 3 hours
Day 3
Depart from the hotel with the luggage and set out towards the Sea Alps and Mercantour. We
pass by Vartal with its beautiful limestone cliffs until you unexpectedly stand in front of a unique
scenery in Europe: the small Colorado of Nice. Continue hiking as if you were flying over the
Daluis Gorge. You admire the contrasts nature created between red cliffs and vegetation. You
get to a vantage point you will not easily forget, which lies 400 m above the gorge. Then we take
the bus in the village and leave towards Castellane, go across landscapes which resemble
postcards from Provence. Our way leads through the Voralps, Grasse, mountain landscapes,
fields and forests alternate.
Altitude difference: 300m, walk approx. 3 hours
Day 4
The socalled „Baou”(meaning cliff) of Saint -Jeannet is situated a few kilometers away from
Vence, an impressive 400 m high limestone rock cliff. On the way up we enjoy dreamy views of
the Nice coastal area. Thyme, rosemary, pepper and mint scents remind us of Provence. In the
afternoon we visit the picturesque artists'village Tourettes-sur-Loup, still a centre for active arts
and crafts. The houses and streets from the Middle Ages are well preserved.
Altitude difference: 400 m, walk approx. 3 and a half hours
Day 5
We leave for Grasse, world centre of the perfume industry and follow the traces of Napoleon
along the famous Route Napoleon . Today’s walk brings us over paths used by cattle herds en
route to and from Alpine pastures, up to the archaeological site of “Oppidum de la Malle”, a
fortified encampment built from stone blocks and dating back to centuries B.C During the
picnic, the view over nature's finest landscapes topped with typical provençal dry stone
cottages is beautiful. We continue by bus to Gourdon, a perched village at an altitude of 650
meters. From there, we walk down the "Paradise way” which, for centuries, was the only access
road to the village and overlooks a fabulous panorama. Dinner and overnight in Vence.
Altitude difference: 250 m up 650 m down, walk approx. 4 hrs

côte d‘azur, hiking along the mediterranean coast

Price for a person from € 199,00 in double room

Price for a person from € 249,00

in double room

4 overnight stays/ breakfast
4 dinners (3-course menue excl. beverages)
Guided tour to Mont St. Michel
Visit the liqueur factory DOM Benedictine, incl. tasting
Visit a goat farm, tasting included
Visit a Calvados distillery, tasting included

normandie, cidre, calvados & cheese

City tax included in the price

Although many people associate Normandy with a rustic idyll with satisfied cows, the northern
region has a lot more to offer. The western region is more rustic with small fields surrounded by
hedges and beech forests. Opposed to it you find north to Rouen, Normandy's capital, Côte d'Albâtre
with its chalk cliffs. Along this coast you can see wonderful beaches, the famous Mont St. Michel lies
further on to the south. If you follow the course of the river inland you pass by apple orchards and
timbered houses, which radiate calmness. Apple orchards are a familiar picture in Normandy, the
apple being a part of the region's cuisine. No patisserie wants to miss the opportunity to offer its
Normand tart. Most part of the apple crop is used for making cider and calvados. The Lion d'Or
tavern is worth visiting in Bayeux.

Tour Itinarery
Day 1
Arrival to Rouen
Dinner at the hotel or a partner restaurant
Day 2
Whole day trip
From Rouen you go to the Alabaster coast, the first highlight is port Etretat. In Fecamp you visit the
Benediktine Monastery, which is famous for its herb liqueur DOM Benedictine, then a visit to a goat
dairy farm follows where you watch the process of making delicious goat cheese, which you can
also taste. You go across the Pont de Normandie in the magical harbour Honfleur, town which
inspired many artists. Return trip to Rouen, dinner at the hotel or a partner restaurant.
Day 3
Journey towards Cote Fleurie, Granville
During the journey you visit the glamorous bathing resort Deauville, where you can go for a stroll
along the coast promenade. Afterwards you visit a Calvados distillery, where you can taste the
famous apple brandy. In Bayeux you have the chance to see the well – known wall carpet which
presents the Norman Conquest of 1066 led by William the Conqueror.
Day 4
Trip to Mont St. Michel
Today we'll visit the medieval Mont St. Michel Monastery, built upon a cliff in front of Normandy's wild
– romantic coast, surely the highlight of your trip to Normandy. From Graneville there's a possibility
to go on a trip to the wonderful Channel Island Jersey.
Dinner at the hotel or a partner restaurant.
Day 4
Return journey

Price for a person from € 299,00 in a double room
6 overnight stays / breakfast
6 dinners (3-course menue excl. beverages)
City tax included in the price

Tour Itinarery
Day 1
Arrival and hotel check – in

Day 3
After a sightseeing tour of Saint Malo on the city walls you go across the harbour over Alet Half
Island towards Saint – Servan to the tidal power plant. If you wish you can also visit a cider mill
or a farm. Overnight stay and dinner at St. Malo
Day 4
Hiking at low tide at Saint Jacut! The island is accessible at low tide, a magical landscape with
oyster banks, many shells, cliffs, great views and perspectives. A fantastic tour which has lots
to offer. The most beautiful corner of the whole coastline. Not far lie the Ruins of the Chateau de
Guildo. Overnight stay and dinner at St. Malo
Day 5
From Dinard you go over saint Lunaire to Saint Brieuc: You can see a feudal residential
neighbourhood with a beautiful landscape , villas, small islands with impressive bays and
beaches. It is interesting that each turn in the road offers a wonderful view.
Overnight stay and dinner at St. Malo
Day 6
The rough coast of Brittany: You go along the Path of the Customs Officers from Fort la Latte to
Cap Frehel (visit the lighthouse tower, bird cliffs, view) then further to Sables d'Or (a wonderful
landscape with impressive canyons, bays and holes). In Sables d'Or you can find one of the
most beautiful sandy beaches of Brittany.
Overnight stay and dinner at St. Malo
Day 7
Return journey

bretagne, hiking tours

Day 2
„Following the traces of the Pilgrims”: At first you hike for about 3 km to Mont St. Michel and visit
it. Then you go to the oyster farm (visit and tasting), go further along the coast with the sea
rescue station to Pointe du Grouin pass by the Villas' Quarter, the bird reserve and enjoy the
view over Mont Saint Michel Bay. You return on the Path of the Customs Officers or along the
beach. Overnight stay and dinner at St. Malo

Price for a person from € 154,00 in double room
3 overnight stays / breakfast
3 dinners (3-course menu excl. beverages)
City tax included in the price

lourdes, journey of the pilgrims

Guided tour across the Pyrenees

From the 11th February 1858 on a woman dressed in white appeared several times near the Grotto
of Massabielle (massevieille meaning old cliff) to Bernadette. Later it disclosed itself again, the
priest and the church commitee interpreted it as the confirmation of the doctrine of the immaculate conception, Virgin Mary. The Blessed Virgin is said to have pointed out a previously undiscovered spring in the grotto and instructed Bernadette to have a church built on this spot. Nowadays
Lourdes is one of the most important pilgrimage sites of the Catholic church, where believers look
for advice and support in difficult times.

Tour Itinarery
Day 1
Arrival to Lourdes, possibility to take part in the candle light – procession in the evening.
Day 2
The whole day focuses on Lourdes and St. Bernadette. Explore the holly site and visit the grotto
where the Virgin Mary appeared to St Bernadette. You can take part in several masses held in any
language of the world at the different pilgrim chapels and churches. We'll let you know the programme.We can also organize a private mass for the group if required.
Day 3
Our German speaking guide takes you to the wonderful landscape of the Pyrenees. We go across
the Panorama street towards Pic du Midi and the pit of Gavarny. You'll be impressed by the unique
mountain landscape of the Pyrenees.
Day 4
Return journey
We can reserve accommodation for you at Nevers where you'll have the possibility to visit the Chapel of Saint Bernadette. In addition we recommend you to pause at the wonderful medieval Rocamadur in Perigord.

Price for a person from € 129,00 in double room
3 overnight stays / breakfast
City tax included in the price
Guided tour in Brussels 2 hrs.
Entrance EU-Parliament
Guided tour in Luxembourg 2 hrs.
Entrance Atomium, Brussels

Brussels
A city of antagonism. Europe's political metropolis and at the same time a town, which has
preserved its provincial charme. Here you can see Art Nouveau around the Palais Royal and the
Leopold quarter, there strict Classicism around the Place of Martyrs, a bit of Barock on
Beguinage square, Art deco near the Forest Park and in Koekelberg and the Modern Art in the
metro's labyrinth. Flocks of visitors stroll nowadays in the historical heart of Brussels, sip an
ember coloured beer ''Duvel” and a darker Abtei beer from Grimbergen in one of the many cafes
between Maison du Roi and De Ville Hotel, enjoy oysters and Weinberg snails in the Rue de
Bouchers and Petit Rue de Bouchers.
Luxembourg
Siegfried, Count of Ardennes built his fort on the Bock rock, which became the cradle of the
town Luxembourg. The first fairs were held in front of the St. Michaelskirche surrounded by a
modest fortification. Being under the rule of Burgundy, Spain, France, Austria and Prussia a
unique mixture of architectural styles developed in Luxembourg. The historical is enriched by
masterpieces of modern architecture. The Grand Duchy presents itself as European political
metropolis. The multicultural way of life was greatly influenced by the geographical location.
Being a founding member of the European Coal and Steel Community Luxembourg is today head
of numerous Institutions of the European Union. It is really in the heart of Europe.

Tour Itinarery
Day 1
Arrival to Brussels
Overnight stay in Brussels
Day 2
Guided tour Brussles
Your tour guide shows you the European metropolis with all its highlights. You'll get to know all
the facets of the city such as the Grand Place Square with its Breadhouse, the modern part with
the Atomium and the EU Parliament. In the afternoon you can enjoy one of the numerous cafes
and restaurants. Overnight stay in Brussels.
Day 3
Continue the journey to Luxembourg
Discover the Grand Duchy, the smallest country of the EU with all its antagonisms. Luxembourg
surprises you again and again with its Old Town, a historic UNESCO site, the modern
philharmonic orchestra. Overnight stay in Luxembourg.
Day 4: Return journey

brussels, luxembourg, europs capitals

Waffle tasting

Contact
HPLUS Gruppenreisen nach Maß GmbH
Vor dem Wald 2
D - 65207 Wiesbaden
Tel.
Fax.
Email
Web

+49 (0) 611 4450320
+49 (0) 611 4450321
info@hplus-reisen.de
www.hplus-reisen.de

terms, conditions & contact

Cancellation

The cancellation deadline of a journey is 4 weeks before departure
date without charge. Up to 2 weeks before departure date maximum
3 rooms can be cancelled without charge. Up to 48 hours before
departure date only 1 room can be cancelled without charge. From
48 hours before departure date there is no possibility for
cancellation without charge. The above-mentioned prices are valid
exclusively for tourist groups from 20 on.

Payments in advance 80% 4 weeks before departure
20% after departure
Gratuities

1 free single room over 20 payers
1 free single room and a half double room over 40 payers (maximum
2 free places)

No responsibility is taken for the correctness of the information in this brochure, except for price
changes and errors. Please inform yourself about the availability of the time period at the customer care.
Impressum:
HPLUS Gruppenreisen nach Maß GmbH;
Geschäftsführender Gesellschafter Jürgen Fleischmann
Vor dem Wald 2, D – 65207 Wiesbaden, Deutschland
Tel: +49(0)611 445 0320, Fax:+49(0)611 445 0321
info@hplus-reisen.de; www.hplus-reisen.de
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